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A high-performance EUV/soft X-ray ellipsometry system using

multilayer mirrors has been developed. A couple of multilayer

mirrors were used for the polarizer, and two multilayer mirrors

were used for the rotating analyser. The multilayer mirrors were

optimized to obtain a medium extinction of about 2000. An

extinction ratio of the polarizer up to 104 can be achieved by

using two multilayer mirrors, and the calculated re¯ectivity was

more than 35%. The calculated error of the optical elements

reveals that the error of the polarizer and misalignment optical

parts is mainly of the ®rst order, and that of the analyser is of the

second order.
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1. Introduction

Ellipsometry has been applied to determine the thickness and

optical constants of thin layers. Recently, spectroscopic ellipso-

metry has been introduced and applied for in situ monitoring

processes (Aspnes, 1981). This method is also used for deter-

mining the optical constants of ultra-thin layers (Archer, 1962),

analysing the structure of adsorbed atoms on a clean surface

(Hanekamp et al., 1982), and investigating the growth

mechanism of III±V semiconductors (Maracas et al., 1995).

Recently, owing to the development of light sources and

optical elements (Kimura et al., 1990), Yamamoto et al. (1996)

demonstrated the possibility of ellipsometry in the EUV/soft X-

ray region by analysing the metal±silicon interface. The

advantages of using EUV and soft X-rays are as follows. (i) The

lower detection limit of ®lm thickness is increased; ordinary

visible ellipsometry is not effective for the thin ®lms of less than

1 nm thickness because of the long wavelength. (ii) The inter-

action mechanism between EUV/soft X-rays and materials is

simpler due to the inner-shell activation. This feature makes it

easy to interpret the experimental result.

Recent developments in multilayer fabrication processes

have made available good re¯ectors in the EUV/soft X-ray

region. By using Mo/Si multilayer mirrors, one can easily

obtain high-re¯ectance mirrors, up to 60% with normal inci-

dence at 13 nm (Takenaka et al., 1995). If they are used at 45�

of the incident angle, they work as good polarizers with a high

re¯ectivity of 80%. The re¯ectivity ratio of the p component to

the s component of these mirrors is 102±103, which is still

lower than that of visible polarizers (105). Futhermore, the

errors due to the imperfections of the optical elements are still

unknown.

In this report we discuss the practical requirements for

applying the EUV/soft X-ray ellipsometry to the semiconductor

materials, and present the design of the new ellipsometry system,

with high extinction ratio achieved by using multilayer mirrors.

Additionally, we describe the multilayer design for X-ray ellip-

sometry, and present the theoretical performance.

2. Errors due to imperfections of polarizer/analyser

The principle of EUV/soft X-ray ellipsometry is the same as

that of visible ellipsometry. The change in the polarization state

of the re¯ected beam is expressed in the form of complex

re¯ection coef®cients for the polarized beams parallel (Rp) and

perpendicular (Rs) to the plane of incidence,

Rp=Rs f� jRpj=jRsj exp�i��p ÿ �s��g � tan 	 exp�i��; �1�
where tan 	 �� jRpj=jRsj� and � �� �p ÿ �s� are the amplitude

change and phase difference between the p and s components,

respectively.

Fig. 1 shows the relative changes of ��±	� in Si/Si1ÿxGex/Si

structures by varying the Ge ratio from 0.0 to 0.8 and the

thickness of the Si1ÿxGex layer from 0.0 to 5.0 nm. The incident

angle is set at 50� from the surface normal, which is near the

Brewster angle of EUV/soft X-rays. Results from calculations

show that a large difference in � is observed for the increase

of the Si1ÿxGex layer thickness. The resolutions of the thickness

and stoichiometry are estimated at less than 0.1 nm and 20%,

respectively. The upper limit of the thickness is considered to

be about 10 nm due to the short wavelength of EUV/soft X-

rays.

Since the fabrication of the �=4 phase shifter in the EUV/soft

X-ray region is dif®cult, the rotating analyser/polarizer method

is usually used for measuring the ellipsometric parameters. To

evaluate the ellipsometry errors we used Jones matrices (Azzam

& Bashara, 1971) for the polarizer±sample±analyser system as

follows,

M � R�ÿ��A R��� S R�'�P; �2�

R��� � cos � ÿ sin �
sin � cos �

� �
; A � 1 0

0 A

� �
;

S � Rs 0

0 Rp

� �
; P � 1 0

0 P

� �
;

A � jAj exp�i�A�; P � jPj exp�i�P�:
Here, M is the Jones matrix for all systems, and A, S and P

represent the matrices for the analyser, sample and polarizer

elements, respectively. The considered errors are the complex

amplitude ratio, P, A. ' and � represents the azimuth angles

for the polarizer and the analyser.

First we consider the errors of the polarizer/analyser system

without samples (Rs = Rp = 0, ' � �=4). Based on (2), one can

derive the observed intensity I��� by including the ®rst- and
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second-order errors,

I��� �� Ex=Ey� ' 1� sin 2� � 2jPj cos 2� cos �P

� �jAj2 � jPj2��1ÿ sin 2��: �3�
It should be noted that the errors from the polarizer and analyser

are not equivalent as shown in (3). The errors derived from the

polarizer are of the ®rst order, since the errors of the analyser are

of the second order (Azzam & Bashara, 1971).

Next we treat the more complicated system including the

samples. For the ellipsometry measurement, absolute intensity is

not important; hence, we can write the sample re¯ectivity as

Rs � cos� exp�ÿi�=2�;

Rp � sin � exp�i�=2�;

Rp=Rs � tan� exp�i��:
By using ' � �=4, the observed intensity with rotating angle �
can be expressed as

I��� ' 1� cos 2� cos 2�� sin 2� sin 2� cos �

� AjPj � B�jAj2 � jPj2�; �4�
where

A � 2�cos 2� � cos 2�� cos �P ÿ sin 2� sin 2� sin � sin �P;

B � 1ÿ cos 2� cos 2�ÿ sin 2� sin 2� cos �:

These results shows that the requirement for polarizers is more

severe than that for analysers. When an extinction jPj2 up to

10ÿ4 is required for polarizers, we can use the lower extinction

components of about 10ÿ2 for the analysers.

3. Instrument

3.1. Design of polarizer/analyser

According to the small difference of refractive indices, a

realistic geometry for generating linear polarization is one using

multilayer mirrors at about 45� (Dhez, 1987). Owing to the

amplitude enhancement due to the interference effect, the

multilayer polarizer has both wavelength and angle selectivities.

The parameters for the multilayer mirrors we used are the

types of low and high-Z elements, thickness, the ratio of layers,

the incident angle, the wavelength and the number of periods. To

increase the re¯ectivity, low absorption for each layer and a high

refractive index for the high-Z layer are required. With respect to

this, silicon is the best candidate for the low-Z material. Molyb-

denum, ruthenium, aluminium and barium are possible candi-

dates for the high-Z layers. Considering the ease of fabrication,

Mo/Si was selected as a suitable combination for our purpose.

For designing multilayer mirrors, the recursive method is used

with ®xed wavelength. Table 1 shows the ®nal structural para-

meters that we selected for two polarizers with middle and high

performance.

Figs. 2 and 3 show the re¯ectivity of the s component and the

extinction ratio IP=IS of s and p components by taking the

resolution of the incident beam into account. Roughly, an

extinction ratio of more than 2000 is obtained with wavelengths

from 13.5 to 14.5 nm for the type 1 mirror. There is little

decrease in the extinction ratio of the type 1 mirror when the

incident wavelength resolution is reduced to 70. In spite of the

high extinction ratio, up to 105 for the type 2 mirror, the degra-

dation of the extinction is large, with decreasing wavelength

resolution. Additionally, the re¯ected beam intensity of the

type 2 mirror changes remarkably with varying wavelength. This

feature decreases the optical margin and throughput, and the

need to pin-point alignment for obtaining the extinction ratio and

intensity.

Similar results were obtained when the angle divergence of the

incident beams was changed. Additionally, the defects of multi-

layer mirrors, such as interface roughnesses, density variation, the

error of the layer periods, and the thickness ratio of the two

layers, also cause unexpected ¯uctuations in the extinction ratio

and intensity of the type 2 mirror. Considering these factors, it is

better to use a set of type 1 mirrors for the polarizer to obtain a

Table 1
Multilayer mirror parameters for type 1 and type 2 mirrors.

P (IP/IS) IS � (nm) � (�) d (nm)  Np

Type 1 2000 60% 14.00 47.6 9.8 0.2 20
Type 2 1 � 105 80% 12.95 47.0 9.0 0.38 30

Figure 2
Extinction ratio and re¯ectivity of the type 1 mirror.

Figure 1
�	±�� traces of Si/Si1-xGex/Si structures.
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high extinction ratio of up to 106. The throughput is estimated to

be about 35% when using two mirrors, and 20% by addition of

the analysing mirror.

3.2. Mechanical design

A set of multilayer mirrors was installed on the inclined plate

at 45� for generating a linear polarized 45� beam. The sample

stage and the analysing mirrors were set in the same vacuum

chamber, and the incident angle to the sample and the scattering

angle from the sample were varied independently. The sample

and the analyser stage were rotated by the rotation stage set in

the air through the magnetic feedthrough. The mechanical

resolution for the sample was 0.002�, and that for the analyser

was 0.005�, which are suf®cient for measuring the polarization.

The analyser mirror and the detector are set on the stage, which

can rotate by 360� around the beam path. An X-ray PIN diode

and microchannel plate (MCP) were used for detecting EUV and

X-rays coming from the sample.

4. Summary

We have developed a high-performance EUV/X-ray ellipsometry

system. Simulation of the Si/Si1-xGex/Si structures reveals that a

higher extinction ratio, up to 104, is required for the polarizer,

while 102 is high enough for the analyser. Two kinds of multilayer

mirrors for the polarizer and analyser were designed; one had a

medium extinction of about 2000, and the other 1 � 105. The

extinction and re¯ectivity calculations including the experimental

errors showed that a set of multilayer mirrors with medium

extinction is superior to one high-extinction mirror for a linear

polarizer.

Calculation results were used to develop a polarizer±sample±

analyser ellipsometry system. A set of mirrors was installed on

the inclined plate at 45� for generating the linear polarized beam.

Two multilayer mirrors were set on the analyser stage, which

rotates 360� around the beam axes. The estimated throughput

using Mo/Si multilayer mirrors without samples was about 20%.
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Figure 3
Extinction ratio and re¯ectivity of the type 2 mirror.
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